
It's the week following Thanksgiving break. I am 

walking down the EOSP hallway on my way to 

greet Kyrstie on my first day of work, and I am a 

bit nervous. I walk by the Peer Mentor bios on 

my left, and the busy computer lab on my right. 

Kyrstie greets me at the entrance and walks me 

back to the TRiO offices. Here I get introduced to 

soon-to-be familiar faces. Ultimately, my first day 

of work passes by like a blink of an eye. That was 

over 6 months ago. I can't believe how time flew 

by, and I can't believe how much I've learned in such a short time. 

 

Today I sit here, on a sunny day in May. I look back at my transition into 

CSUMB and I thank everyone for allowing me to be part of the TRiO 

family. I am eternally grateful for your open minds and hearts, and I am 

looking forward to what is next. After meeting and getting to know many of 

you, I look forward to great things next year. I look forward to all your 

curious minds turning ideas into action, to you engaging all across campus, 

and to you growing your community. I also want to engage in the CSUMB 

community to get a better pulse of life here in Monterey Bay. As I move 

forward I hope to collaborate with you, to grow with you. and to engage this 

community with you. I hope I can be there for the TRiO family, the same 

way TRiO welcomed me into the family many months ago. Until then, have 

a great summer, and see you soon enough.  

Meet  Alvaro: STEM -HS Academic  Coach  
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6-year graduation rate for first-time freshmen, '11-'12 cohort: 80% (projected) 

4-year graduation rate for first-time freshmen, '11-'12 cohort: 38% (projected) 
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On March 8, 2017 the SSS programs held their very first social for transfer students! This event was an              

opportunity to bring transfer students together to meet each other, connect, and share advice on how SSS can 

help future transfer students with the transition into TRIO and CSUMB. Our programs are growing and           

diversifying more and more every year; therefore, we have seen a significant increase in the amount of transfer 

students. We want to make sure we are being intentional and staying up to date on best practices for helping 

support transfer students in TRIO. 

 

2016-2017 Transfer Students: 16% of SSS-regular and 38% of SSS STEM-HS 

Transfer Social  

TRIO Student Achievements 

Hunter Cornell and Kathreen Lopez: selected for COE Keith Sherin Global Leaders program in             

Salamanca, Spain, Summer 2017 

Marisol Cruz: presenting research at the National Conference on Health Disparities, May 2017 

Cecilia Garcia: presented research at the CSU Research Competition, Cal Poly SLO, April 2017 

Alexandria Cervantes: attended the Western Alliance for Expanding Student Opportunities conference 

and was awarded 3rd place for poster presenting. Will do research this summer at Rochester Institute of             

Technology Science and Mathematics Discipline Based Education REU, in New York 

Juan Cerda: National Science Foundation's Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) :Awarded 

Honorable Mention 

Daniel Olivares: Summer 2017 research: SMART (Summer Multicultural Access to Research Training) 

at Johnson Lab at CU Boulder - part of their Diversity Initiative Programs. Working on a project in           

Disease Ecology as an ecology and evolution summer researcher 

Elizabeth Reyes Gallegos: Accepted to CSUMB/LSAMP Costa Rica Summer Expedition: a 5-week field 

research expedition  



Honorable recognition for STEM 

Students 

The CSU Student Research Competition is held each 

spring to promote excellence in undergraduate and 

graduate scholarly research and creative activity by 

recognizing outstanding student accomplishments 

across the 23 CSU campuses. This year, the                 

competition was held at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo on 

April 28-29, 2017. CSUMB sent six                            

undergraduate delegates to the competition including 

TRiO’s own, Cecilia Garcia. Cecilia competed in the 

Biology category with advice from faculty mentor Dr. 

Henrik Kibak. Their joint research was on RNA interference 

(RNAi) control of whitefly, Bemisia tabaci MEAM1. We want to congratulate Cecilia for her work and 

accomplishments this year.  

This school year, several UROC students have been recognized in a 

highly prestigious national scholarship competition - the National             

Science Foundation's Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP). 

The NSF received over 13,000 applications in 2017, and made 2,000 

award offers. This prestigious fellowship provides an annual stipend of 

$34,000 and a $12,000 cost-of-education allowance. Juan Cerda, 

(TRiO SSS, McNair and LSAMP PROUD Scholar) was recognized as 

Honorable Mention, while being mentored by Dr. Timothy Miles. Juan 

focuses on Evolutionary Genomics of novel phenotypes. He will              

pursue a Ph.D. in Bioinformatics and Genomics at Pennsylvania State 

University. Juan will be supported by the J. Lloyd Huck Graduate Fellowship as well as the Braddock and 

Huck scholarship. TRiO SSS wants to extend proud congratulations to Juan for his accomplishments.  

Juan Cerda, TRiO SSS Student 

Cecilia Garcia, TRiO SSS Student 

https://www.nsfgrfp.org/
https://jdcerda.wordpress.com/about/


HACU In Costa Rica 

ALMA OCHOA SORIA: Costa Rica was an amazing experience. I 

had always heard about studying abroad but I would always tell my 

self that I could never do that. Going to this trip definitely showed 

me that studying abroad is for me. I was encouraged to go study 

abroad, explore new places, meet new people and get out of my 

comfort zone. I am the type of person that never likes to get out of 

my comfort zone, but going to Costa Rica definitely made me (and 

I loved it). 

 

In the HACU conference I was able to meet amazing people that I 

will never forget. I am very thankful that I had this 

opportunity: never could I have imaged that I was 

going to go to Costa Rica this semester, thus I en-

courage all students to take advantage of this types 

of opportunities. Thank you TRIO for giving me this 

life changing experience.  

 

 

 

ANGELICA VICTORIA: I was selected by TRIO 

SSS and International Programs to participate in 

the HACU conference. I was too excited to meet 

the girls who were going with me and to find out 

what's going on in Costa Rica.  

 

The inauguration was incredible and very              

inspirational. This time I met the CSUMB             

President Dr. Ochoa. This is my second year at 

school and I finally met him in Costa Rica. During 

the dinner we were announced and we screamed 

very excited to hear our beloved school name: 

"CSUMB from California!!" and suddenly a young 

woman smiling and jumping told us that she is a 

CSUMB alumna. She works at the Embassy in 

Costa Rica. I was very touched to see someone 

with the same background – Hispanic and First 

Generation – enjoying life and success after          

graduation. 

 

One thing that I brought with me is the importance 

of study abroad. I witnessed Costa Rica's students’ inter-

action and collaboration, I felt that it is very easy for them to listen, guide, and provide positive feedback 

during their homework. Costa Rica faculty take it very seriously to send their students to have experiences 

and live in other communities because they return with a different personality.    

 

For Angelica’s full story from Costa Rica, please visit our website at csumb.edu/trio/study-abroad 

Meeting CSUMB’s President Dr. Ochoa 

Alma Ochoa Soria, Angelica Victoria, & SSS alum Sugeyth Ronquillo 



USC & UCLA Grad Tour 

As of recently, the idea of graduate school came to my mind and was a possibility. However, my inner insecurities 

made me question the possibility of this amazing opportunity. For this reason, attending the graduate school tour in 

Los Angeles was important to me. I wanted the opportunity to visualize myself at graduate school. I wanted to put 

myself out there and see if this pathway would be the right one for me. I am my own hardest critic, and I was unclear 

if I would be able to succeed in graduate school. I did not see myself as the individual who would do well there.  

However, I want this dream to become reality. Ultimately, I want to attend graduate school and receive my masters in 

Social Work. For this reason, I made sure to voice these thoughts and attend the graduate school tour in Los Angeles. 

I wanted the opportunity to experience a bit of the graduate school life. I wanted to visualize myself there and        

believe I am worthy of this life. 

Attending the graduate school tour in Los Angeles was a great experience. Both USC and UCLA were beautiful         

campuses. They both provided information about what to expect, what is expected of you, and how to succeed. While 

I personally felt more at ease in one of the campuses than the other, both were amazing. As someone who wishes to 

get her masters in Social Work, it was good to hear from graduate students and learn about their experience. However, 

it was even more inspiring to know that it is possible to attend graduate school and work. As an independent female, 

not having family around, I work for what I have. I do not want to lose that aspect of myself. For this reason, it was 

comforting to know that you can succeed in graduate school while working. 

The graduate school tour was an experience that has empowered me to go 

out and explore all the possibilities of grad school. So much so, I am 

reaching out to faculty for advice and seeking more opportunities in my  

community. I may still have three more semesters before graduating 

CSUMB, but it is never too early to seek further education. I am grateful to 

have had this amazing experience. I can finally visualize  myself attending a 

graduate school. Thank you TRiO.                                                                                                   - Kathreen Lopez 

Amazing! Having been given the opportunity to visit USC and UCLA’s campuses was 

priceless. I have never been to either of these universities, so I was in awe of many 

things. More specifically, I was in awe to find out that USC has a cupcake ATM. So, 

between seeing the beautiful campuses, hearing about financial aid options, navigating 

through the admissions process, and eating a cupcake out of a 

pink ATM …it was a priceless experience. Thank you TRiO for 

giving students, like myself, opportunities to adventure off and 

experience other Universities.  

                                                                            -Theresa Dexter 



USC & UCLA Grad Tour 

Going to Los Angeles and visiting both USC and UCLA was fun, fulfilling and full of learning experiences. 

My knowledge in applying to graduate programs has certainly increased, specifically for applying to future MPH pro-

grams. Along with gaining the experience of stepping foot on campus, which has positively influence my decision on 

applying to both schools, I had the opportunity to network with professors who are in my desired field of study, and 

current graduate students who provided valuable tips on the whole graduate school life. I also got to hear from admis-

sion counselors/coordinators who view graduate applications and they provided thorough information, tips and feed-

back on the do’s and don’t of applications. Moreover, I specifically learned more about applying to dual degree pro-

grams, concentration choices, research, scholarship and fellowship opportunities. Overall, I feel more confident in 

applying to graduate programs. Also, not to mention that the trip was significant in that I had a wonderful time in Los 

Angeles with the TRIO family.                                                                                                                                                                   

            -Marisol Cruz 

As a senior about to graduate I found myself facing a simple yet complex question: 

“What is next?” I knew I wanted to continue my studies and pursue a career in            

Occupational Therapy (OT), but I had not decided where to do so. My biggest         

hesitation has always been the fear to leave the comfort of my community. This 

unwillingness has affected me in that I began to make choices on where to go to 

graduate school based on the school's proximity, instead of how well I would fit 

into the program.  

This semester I received an email about a graduate school tour to schools based in 

Los Angeles. I was fortunate enough to be one of the select few to participate in the 

trip. This was my first time in the city of Los Angeles. During the trip, I got the 

opportunity to visit the University of Southern California (USC) and the University 

of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Thanks to the help of my TRIO SSS mentor, Keyiona, I learned about an OT 

information session held at USC. She was kind enough to accompany me to the session as well.  It was during this 

event I learned more about their OT program and I got to tour their classrooms. I was         

impressed because their program was the best in the nation. I would love to attend next year 

and I am planning to apply. For the next two days, I toured the two campuses and receive  

valuable information about the application processes and financial aid. I saw the beautiful 

campuses and I was fortunate enough to share the experience with other amazing TRIO SSS 

students. 

Overall I would say this trip was a success because it helped broaden my views about the             

different options I have for graduate school. I feel that if I want to grow as an individual 

and as a future professional I need to experience a new setting.     

                                                                                                - Enrique Cortes 



   

Ra’Jhon Sykes Studying Abroad in 

London, England 

Studying abroad is probably the best experi-

ence I have had so far in my life. Since I was a 

little girl I have always had the dream to be able 

to come to the United Kingdom and live life             

somewhere other than United States to                

experience life and culture differently. Last year, 

I just decided that it was my time to study 

abroad and expand my knowledge so I made a 

trip to the study abroad office during open office 

hours and spoke with the director on my options 

of what I could for major. So we discussed all 

the different countries and schools that would be 

perfect for my major. 

 

The process of getting everything together was a 

bit stressful because I did not have a passport 

and I had to apply for a visa and every country is           

different so you have to do most of these things 

on your own. However, with much support from family, counsellor, and TRIO SSS there were so many 

people that I could get advice and information from to help me.  

 

One of the best aspects about studying abroad is you get to meet so many different people at university and  

traveling to many countries. On my journey I have been to Italy, Paris, Amsterdam and Spain. The              

friendships that you make on this journey will last for a lifetime. I was so nervous when I first came to             

university here because I thought I was not going to make friends but eventually you settle in and                 

everything becomes easier. Of course there will be times when you get homesick, truly miss In N Out 

Burger, being with your friends, and most importantly missing your family. But as you progress in your          

education at the university you start to really find yourself as a person and you grow so much. All of my 

challenges that I have gone through on this jour-

ney have made me such a stronger woman and I 

would not change that experience for the world. I 

have learned that even when you know things 

are tough and different you will still get 

through. I’ve learned how to appreciate life in 

the United States completely differently.  

 

My advice for anyone that wants to apply for 

study abroad is make sure you plan to save a 

good amount of money because even though you 

can bring your school money the travel           

expensive can be a bit pricy. Also, make sure 

you ask lots of questions about the visa process 

and the school applications and please don’t           

forget deadlines!!! 

Ra’Jhon visiting Burano, Italy. 

London, England                                                   



Leslie Gonzalez – study abroad in 

Spain 

This quote changed my life: 

 

“To see the world, things dangerous to 

come to, to see behind walls, draw closer, 

to find each other, and feel - that is the 

purpose of life.” -The Secret Life of Walter 

Mitty 

 

After hearing those words in “The Secret 

Life of Walter Mitty,” I was bit by a travel 

bug. I knew people who had studied 

abroad before, but I’m a first generation 

college student that comes from a              

low-income household. How on earth was 

I ever supposed to achieve something like 

studying abroad? I didn’t really know, but I 

knew that I didn’t want to let the                 

opportunity pass me by. Suddenly, the resources became endless and the support was abundant. There 

was no turning back, nor did I want to. Months later, I boarded that 11 hour plane ride. Nine months ago, 

I left my family, friends and everything I once knew. Sounds sad, right? It’s been a long time without the 

people I love, the food I love, and the places I love. Although I have not experienced those things that I 

know and love in a very long time, I have fallen in love with many new things. I have traveled to over ten 

European countries, eaten many different meals from around the world, perfected my Spanish, learned 

new cultural dances, visited some of the best monuments and museums in the world, made many new 

friends and became a more centered me. I have met people who want to learn about my culture and they 

have shared theirs with me. I have become a more decisive, curious,  outgoing, brave, intelligent and           

cultured person. I know it may seem like I’m talking very highly of myself, but that’s because the                   

confidence in myself has changed also. I am not the same person I was nine months ago, nor do I 

want to be. This has been the absolute best experience I have ever had in my entire life. I have faced 

many challenges and overcame each and every one of 

them: I have struggled to communicate with people, 

I’ve had to adapt to a different diet, a different routine, a 

different everything. I’ve embraced “siesta,” small 

breakfasts, late dinners, cobblestone streets, walking 

everywhere,  Spanish style, flamenco, gypsies, and all 

things Spanish. I have had to start my life over, make 

new friends, new family; but the experience is com-

pletely worth it. If you want to explore the world, chal-

lenge yourself, learn a new language or become world-

ly, take the opportunity to study abroad. I promise it is 

more feasible than you think and the outcome is abso-

lutely worth it. Step out of your comfort zone and 

take the risk because the world is waiting.  

I teach English at a school and these are my students from 3rd grade. 

This was around Christmas time at a Catholic school so we sang 

carols and dressed up.   

My friends and I posing like Cheetah Girls in 

Parque Guell, Barcelona.   



Seniors’ Words of Wisdom 

Kelcey Tern 

 Environmental Studies with concentration in Science Sustainable Communities 

Words of Wisdom & Advice for Students: 

Entering into a college degree program is life changing. Regardless of age, we are often pushed beyond our limits as 

students, but we become stronger and more knowledgeable. Opportunities to take part in the community, make         

connections throughout the campus, and obtain internships with potential employers are abundant, but it is up to us to 

shape our future. Take the leap of faith and see where it goes. College is the 

only time where mistakes stimulate growth rather than failure. The time spent 

completing a degree progresses quickly, make the most from the experience. 

 

What are your plans now that you are graduating/graduated? 

I plan to save the world one plant at a time! On a serious note, I plan to take a 

year or two to work in my field of study (Environmental Studies). Hopefully, 

the work guides me to a field of interest where I can complete my Masters or 

Doctorate program.  

Daniel Fernandez 

CHHS with concentration in   

Social Work  

Words of Wisdom: 

Always do your best, spend time with your 

friends as they will keep you inspired,           

supported, and determined to do great things. 

Advice for students: 

Even if you are on the right track you'll get 

run over if you just sit there, make sure to 

always be moving forward! 

What are your plans now that you are graduating (graduated)? 

After graduation I will be in the Santa Cruz Area; potentially            

working with youth at risk of violence.  

Dominic Cummins 

Human Communication with  concentration 

in Writing and Rhetoric  

 

Most importantly believe in yourself. Even in 

your moments of doubt do not ever take your 

eyes off the prize. 

Plant seeds that will grow and develop along 

with you as you mature;  Make good friends; 

cherish your relationships. 

Don't be afraid to ask for help. Pay it            

forward.! 

Don't procrastinate, be punctual and don't cut 

class.  

Maria Pacheco Picazo 

CHHS with concentration in   

Social Work  

Words of wisdom:  

One should always commit to what 

your heart desires, create a new      

mentality full of success and progress. 

Advice for Students:  

The key to success is knowing how to maintain persistence and 

faith by practicing your skills, self-care, and asking for feedback. 

Future Plans:  

Find a job in the health and human services arena and apply for my            

masters in Educational Counseling at San Jose State University.  

Laura Centeno 

Psychology with minor 

in Human                 

Development 

Advice for students:  

Don't be afraid to ask 

for help. It's okay to say 

no when you have a lot 

of things on your 

plate.   

Plan after graduating:  

I'm planning on getting my masters for school 

council at San Jose State University.  



Seniors’ Words of Wisdom 

Carla Becerra  

SBS with concentration in Sociology 

Words of Wisdom:  

Your smile is your logo, your           

personality is your business card, how 

you leave others feeling after an          

experience with you becomes your 

trademark. 

Advice for Students:  

Don't procrastinate! Use your time 

wisely and make sure the work you 

need to do is done before you go do something with your 

friends. Don't forget that the main reason you are in college is 

to get an education and better yourself, so make that your top 

priority. 

What are your plans now that your graduating?  

I plan on attending Santa Clara University to attain my Masters 

of Arts in Counseling. 

Future Aspirations:  

I plan to pursue my doctorate in Criminal Justice specializing in 

Homeland Security Policy and Coordination.  

Ariel Maldonado  

Business Administration with concentration in 

Information Systems 

You will have to grow through a roller coaster and 

sometimes some hills. The key thing is that you 

belong here and you will get to the end goal. The 

advice that I can give you is that there is going to 

be bad, hard days. Days that you will want to give 

up, but lean on TRIO: they had a big part in why I 

am graduating. Just remember that the sun will 

come out tomorrow. I am hoping to receive a         

contract with a company in Silicon Valley, but now 

the doors are open and the 

wind may take me            

somewhere new; we will 

just have to wait. Thank 

you, trio, for all of your 

help and support .  
Iris Cruz 

Kinesiology with concentration in Wellness  

Words of Wisdom:  

In college we have professors not teachers. 

The difference is that a teacher gives you 

the information that you need. A professor 

is a resource we have but we be must the 

ones to take the information from them. 

Time management, stress management and 

self management are difficult but not                      

impossible. 

Advice for students:  

Things work out with time just remember to have self              

compassion because you cannot be of good use if you don’t 

help yourself first. 

Future Plans:  

My long term goal is to get my Masters in Public Health at the 

University of Liverpool in London. My short term goal is to 

continue networking to earn experience in the field of health 

promotion.  

Farewell to our graduating peer mentors, 

Claudia Moreno and Carla Becerra! Thank 

you for all of your amazing work. 



Having fun at our 

Welcome Back! 

Making it fun for everyone! 



How to Contact us! 

Building 47, 1st floor 

For more pictures and info on our program’s 

events connect with us on social media!   

#TRIOWORKS 

www.facebook.com/csumbsss 

@CSUMB_triosss 

www.csumb.edu/trio 

sss@csumb.edu 

Fax (831) 582-5181 

"The TRIO SSS programs are part of the Early Outreach and Support Programs at CSU Monterey Bay. The programs are 100% federally 

funded by the U.S. Department of Education: TRIO SSS in the amount of $255,012 and TRIO SSS STEM-HS in the amount of $226,599." 

Program Coordinator 

Kyrstie Lane 

(831) 582- 3697 

 

Retention Specialist  SSS Regular 

Keyiona Ritchey  

(831) 582-4532  

 

 

Academic/ Career Coach  

 SSS-STEM-HS 

Alvaro Perez 

(831) 582-4532 

CSUMB TRiO SSS & SSS STEM-HS Alumni 


